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The production yields of leading charged-particle jets and charged particles in proton-proton
√
collisions are measured at s = 8 TeV based on a data sample collected with the CMS detector and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 45 µb−1 . The charged-particle jets
(charged particles) are measured in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.9 (2.4) for transverse momenta pT > 1 (0.8) GeV. The measured yields integrated above a given minimum transverse momentum pT,min provide information on the mechanism by which the underlying parton-parton
cross sections are unitarised approaching the low-pT non-perturbative domain. Predictions obtained from various Monte Carlo event generators are compared to the measurements. A large
model sensitivity is seen.
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1. Introduction

where Nevt is the number of selected events, N is the number of events with a leading jet (leading
charged particle) with a transverse momentum of PT,lead within |η| < 1.9 (|η| < 2.4), and σvis the
cross section for all events with a central charged particle with PT,lead > 0.4 GeV.

2. Event Selection
The data analysed in this publication were collected in July 2012 during a dedicated run with
low pile-up. Minimum-bias events were triggered by the TOTEM [8] T2 telescopes, placed symmetrically on both sides of the interaction point. Pile-up is suppressed by selecting single-vertex
events.
The data are corrected to stable-particle level, which is defined to include primary charged
particles or decay products with proper lifetimes (cτ > 1 cm). At this level events are selected
if at least 1 charged particle with pT > 40 MeV is present within the range 5.3<|η|<6.5 and at
least 1 charged particle with pT > 400 MeV is found within |η| < 2.4. The latter requirement
corresponds to the T2 trigger acceptance. Leading particles on stable-particle level are selected as
the highest-pT particle from the collection of charged particles within |η| < 2.4 and with pT > 400
MeV. Stable-particle level jets are clustered from the charged particles with pT > 400 MeV and no
restriction in η, by the anti-kt algorithm [9, 10, 11] with a radius parameter of 0.5. The leading jet
1A

detailed description of the presented analyses can be found in [6] and [7].
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The cross section for the production of jets with large transverse momenta in high energy
proton-proton (pp) collisions is believed to derive from scattering of partons, a process that is
described by perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD). At small pT the partonic cross section dσ /d p2T ∝ αS2 (pT )/p4T is becoming very large and eventually the cross section σ (pT,min ) =
R
2
2
pT,min d pT dσ /d pT exceeds the total inelastic pp cross section. At LHC energies (σinel ≈ 70 mb [1])
this happens already at pT,min values of O(3 GeV), much larger than ΛQCD [2, 3]. Event generators
of hadronic collisions often tame such an infrared divergence with an effective parameter connected
to the confinement scale of the hadron [4] such that the parton-parton cross section does not exceed
the inelastic pp cross section.
In Ref. [5] a measurement of the leading jet cross section small pT integrated over pT > pT,min
is proposed as a direct measurement of the transition from the perturbative to the non-perturbative
region. It is shown that this transition is also visible in cross sections defined in a limited range in
pseudorapidity.
The results presented here are based on measurements of track-jets and single tracks.1 The
two states are complementary since the leading jets are expected to be more correlated to parton
level compared to the leading tracks. On the other hand, the jets are sensitive to the underlying
event via a jet pedestal effect, while the leading tracks are not.
The corrected, integrated leading-jet (charged-particle) pT distribution, normalised by the
number of events, is measured as a function of the minimum transverse momentum, pT,min :


Z
σ (pT,min )
1
dN
=
dPT,lead
,
(1.1)
σvis
Nevt pT,min
dPT,lead
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is then selected as the highest-pT jet from the collection of charged-particle jets with pT > 1 GeV
and |η jet | < 1.9.

3. Results

Figure 1: Normalised integrated pT -distribution of the leading charged particle in |η| < 2.4. The data
are compared to different predictions from various P YTHIA6 tunes (left) and various Monte Carlo event
generators (right). The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty and the shaded area the systematic
uncertainty. The systematic uncertainties are only shown in the ratio plot. The Monte Carlo curves are
normalised to the measured value of σ (pT leading ch.particle > 9.0 GeV)/σvis .
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In Figs. 1 and 2 the integrated cross-sections are shown for the leading charged particles and
the leading charged-particle jets, respectively. The turn-over from the steeply-falling distribution
to a flat distribution happens in the range between 1 and 10 GeV, but is different for the leading
charged particle and the leading charged-particle jet measurement. When jets are clustered, more
energy from additional particles is collected within the jet cone.
In the left panels (Figs. 1 and 2) the measured distributions are compared to predictions from
the Monte Carlo event generators, P YTHIA6 [12] with tune Z2* and D6T, as well as P YTHIA6
default with and without MPI. Also shown is the impact of turning off the regularisation of the
cross section completely ("P YTHIA6 (default, MPI off, no sat)" with PARP(81)=PARP(82)=0.).
For illustration, the Monte Carlo predictions are scaled to the measured value of σ (pT leading >
9.0(14.3) GeV)/σvis for leading charged particles (charged-particle jets). In the right panels
P YTHIA8 [13] with tune 4C, H ERWIG++ (version 2.5.0) [14] with tune UE-EE-3C [15] and the
Monte Carlo generators used in cosmic ray physics, EPOS [16, 17] LHC tune and Q GSET II-04 [18]
are shown.
As seen in the figures, the approach implemented in P YTHIA and H ERWIG does describe the
general trend of the measurements but fails to describe the details of the transition, for all LHC
tunes. The prediction of EPOS agrees much better with the measurements. In this model the cross
sections for soft processes leads to a different MPI distribution compared to the other approaches.
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Figure 2: Normalised integrated pT -distribution of the leading charged jet in |η| < 2.0. The data are compared to different predictions from various P YTHIA6 tunes (left) and various Monte Carlo event generators
(right). The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty and the shaded area the systematic uncertainty. The
systematic uncertainties are only shown in the ratio plot. The Monte Carlo curves are normalised to the
measured value of σ (pT leading ch.jet > 14.32 GeV)/σvis .

